Early Years Foundation Stage
Vision
Early Years Education is the foundation upon which young children build the rest of
their schooling. It is a holistic education that encompasses all learning and
development. At Oasis Academy Warndon we provide an exciting and engaging
curriculum that meets the needs of all learners, teaching children to develop social
relationships, skills and understanding. The children will be prepared for ‘school
readiness’ by building on what they already know, they will all become successful
learners, responsible citizens and confident individuals. The emphasis on the teaching
and learning is developed through.
PLACE encompasses the ethos of early years through consistent strategies and
systems. Staff model PLACE through building positive and supportive relationships with children and
parents. All staff are empowered to work as a team to provide the best opportunities for the children,
systems and strategies have been developed providing guidance and challenge. Staff teach inspiring
lessons where children make rapid progress in all areas of learning, reaching national expectations.
Parents and EYFS staff work together to share information about their child’s development and learning
journey. Opportunities are provided for parents to work alongside their child supported by staff to
CELEBRATE the success and progress of the children. At Oasis Warndon we give children a first rate start to
their flight path of learning.
Teaching and Learning
Across the EYFS there are many different styles and approaches used for teaching and learning these styles
are used at different times depending upon the age and needs of the children.

Across each of our three settings many of our systems and approaches are consistent such as observation
and assessment. Our planning approaches vary depending upon the needs of the children ensuring that
the provision meets as well as challenges their needs. Staff communicate well to check children’s
understanding, identify any misconceptions and provide clear explanations to improve their learning. In
doing so they respond and adapt their teaching if necessary.

Curriculum
The curriculum is planned following early years outcomes building upon the children’s interests. Across the year we
ensure that the children have a variety of experiences that teach them new skills and knowledge to develop their
self-belief and cultural capital so they can succeed in life. So that we build upon skills and knowledge we set out a
yearly coverage calendar. This then ensures that the children have a range of opportunities. We then link in texts
and themes to provide a rich variety of language and opportunities. We plan trips out across the year so that the
children have experiences that link with the theme. The themes are adaptable and can change depending upon the
interests of the children.
Trips/Experiences
Happy
Hearts

Early
Explorers
Nursery

Autumn 1
West
Midlands
Safari Park

Smart Trees
Christmas

Reception -Local walk
-Visiting
community
buildings
-Dentist
visit

Autumn 2
Visiting
different
places of
worship Church
Visiting
different
places of
worship Church
-Visiting
different
places of
worship
-Visits to
outdoor
spaces to
observe
seasonal
changes
-Virtual
tours/google
street view
-Visit to the
cathedral

Spring 1
Little Owl Park
farm

Spring 2
Forest
School

Summer 1
Welly boot land

Summer 2
Slim bridge

Cotswold Park
Farm

Forest
School

Toddignton
train ride

Picnic

-Visiting
historical
building e.g. cas
tles, local
buildings
-Virtual tours
-Travelling
theatres

-Sea life
centre
-Safari Park
-Forest
School

-Butterfly nets
-Farm
shops/shops/sc
hool kitchen
-Local Farm to
Fork initiative

-Emergency
services
-Visitors from
different
careers

The curriculum delivered in the setting involves activities and experiences from these seven areas of learning.
These areas of learning and development address children’s physical, cognitive, linguistic, social and emotional
development. No one aspect of development stands in isolation from the others as all areas of Learning and
development are all closely interlinked. This ensures the delivery of a holistic, child-centred curriculum, which
allows children to make many links between what they are learning. All areas of learning and development are
given equal weighting and value.
At Oasis Academy Warndon, we believe that Early Years education is important in its own right and should not
be viewed simply as preparation for the next stage of children’s education. We believe that the EYFS framework
allows a natural progression into the National Curriculum during the autumn term of Year 1.

OAW Yearly Overview

Each knowledge organiser has a front page which is user friendly. It is designed to be used with
staff, parents, and children where applicable. It contains a variety of information including a
suggestion of how the topic could flow week by week; key information to share throughout the
topic; key vocabulary; key texts; things to do at home; horizons. There are then three staff only
pages which provide suggestions for learning opportunities, broken down into each area of
learning, in addition to some suggested resources.

Early Reading- Reading helps to develop a young child's brain. In the first six years, children learn at a much faster
pace than at any other time in their lives. Vital connections in the brain are made very early in life. At birth, a healthy
baby is born with approximately 200 billion active brain cells or neurons. Given the right kind of stimulation, each of
these brain cells is capable of sprouting up
to 20,000 different dendrites / branches
and synapses / connections between them
which store additional information. These
connections, which are a direct result of
stimulation the child receives through early
experiences, form the basis of all future
learning and intellectual ability.
Early reading within the early years is
supported by many different opportunities
provided across the curriculum. Children
are read to on a daily basis exploring these
stories or fiction texts in depth. A variety of
different strategies are used to develop a
love of reading encouraging the children to
listen and understand language for thinking, reciting, retelling and memorising stories, purpose and organisation and
conventions of print, using phonic skills and applying knowledge, sharing the enjoyment of books and stories with
other, using visual memory skills- names, sign and symbols in the environment alongside an exposure to a wide
range of book, rhymes, songs and stories.
Phonics- To support the essential skills, knowledge, understanding and attitudes we support the happier approach to
develop the children’s early reading approaches. (Early Years teach phonics through a bespoke Oasis Phonics
curriculum, Bookwings).
Early Writing- Being able to write is one of the many things that most of us take for granted. Even if we’re not keen
writer, we may still write out a shopping list or jot down the odd note. For children, writing is a skill that they have to
learn and, like so much during their childhood id develops gradually.
Starting to write- The writing journey begin by making marks children create patterns with their palms an fingers
with a variety of sensory materials. The first clear sign that children are interested in mark making comes when they
use thick crayons to make large circular and straight lines. This type of
mark making is often dismissed as scribble, but it is actually an important
step in learning to write, because children are exploring to see what
happens. In each of our early year’s settings the opportunity to explore
this early writing skill is developed through adult interaction modelling
early mark making alongside the presence of environmental print and a variety of stimulating resources to make
mark with. These resources are available both inside and outside.
Deeper meanings- The marks that the children make begin to have more meaning this can be seen by listening to
the children when they play with pens, crayons and paper. At first mark making is a blend of writing and drawing.
Children act out writing situations and through the use of role play and what they have seen other people do. This
show the value of adult writing and providing the children with your thinking brain. By providing a variety of
different situations to model writing children will see the skills in completing their own writing.
First words to confident writing- At around four years old, children begin to write their first words- mostly their
name and it has huge meaning for them. The next stage of writing links with their knowledge of reading as children
learn letter names, the sounds the letters make and letter formation. Words now begin to have more meaning to
them. At this stage children start to segment the sounds to write and will begin to write sentences building on their
use of phonics and a good understanding of tricky words. We use a variety of strategies alongside phonics to teach
the children early reading and writing and to give the children the skills and knowledge they need to develop a love
of reading and writing. We use ‘The Write Stuff’ approach to teach and support writing.

Early Reading
• Pre- school nursery uses the RWI nursery
approach. The RWI EYFS book list is divided into
differentiated texts to match the ages and
needs of the children across the EYFS.
• Lower ability children are targeted through
letters and sounds to enhance listening and
attention skills.
• Sharing books and stories in whole group and
small groups creating excitement
• Books available for children to access in all
areas of the curriculum
• Key vocabulary taught and explained
• Communication and language strategies
• Daily letters and sounds in focus groups
• Phonics teaching for those who are ready to
access
• Reading for pleasure at home- Home library
• Key focus text to learn recite, retell and
memorise
• Environmental print
• Learning rhymes, songs and alliteration
• Talk for writing strategies to retell orally
• REAL project sharing strategies with parents.

Early Writing
• The Write stuff approach is used in Reception
to support the children’s developing vocabulary
and early writing techniques.
• Variety if tools to mark make both inside and
outside on small and large scale
• Teaching pencil grip and tracking the progress
of pupils
• Adults modelling writing and mark making in
role play or whole class teaching
• Physical development movements to support
control, hand eye co-ordination and to build up
muscles- including crossing the mid line
• Handwriting sessions to teach letter formation
• Teach spelling strategies to support tricky
words
• Teach, remember and apply tricky wordschildren have a tricky word tins to practise
these at home
• REAL project for support with early writing
strategies.

Early Maths- There are six main areas that collectively underpin children’s early mathematical learning, and which
provide the firm foundations for the maths that children will encounter as they go through the years in primary
school. They are:
Cardinality and Counting: understanding that the cardinal value of a number refers to the quantity, or
‘howmanyness’ of things it represents.
Comparison: understanding that comparing numbers involves knowing which numbers are worth more or less than
each other.
Composition: understanding that one number can be
made up from (composed from) two or more smaller
numbers.
Pattern: looking for and finding patterns helps children
notice and understand mathematical relationships.
Shape and Space: understanding what happens when
shapes move, or combine with other shapes, helps
develop wider mathematical thinking.
Measures: comparing different aspects such as length,
weight and volume, as a preliminary to using units to
compare later.
To teach the children these strategies we use the key principals of the maths mastery approach.
Early Maths• Counting songs and rhymes taught on a daily basis
• Reading books that combine numbers and stories.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maths equipment puzzles, items to count, measure, explore shape available in the environment
Matching numerals and quantities
Focus teaching of maths skills- counting, numeral recognition, shapes.
Teaching mathematical language
Opportunities to apply skills in real life content through problem solving an reasoning
Sorting activities to develop logic
Daily Maths Meetings following Maths mastery
Recognising and creating patterns
Shape matching, recognition and sorting.
Exploring standard and non-standard units
Measuring items in the environment
Comparing heights- build with blocks and count amounts
Combining amounts exploring addition and subtraction to find a total
Using number lines and amounts to explore more and less

British values
The fundamental British values of Democracy, The Rule of Law, Individual Liberty and Mutual respect and Tolerance
of faiths and beliefs are embedded in our curriculum and practice. We use the following strategies to develop the
children’s understanding.

Democracy
•

Encourage children to know their views count and their opinions are important by following their interests in
topics and activities.
• Encourage children to make decisions together for e.g. when sharing
• Encourage children to see their ‘bigger picture’ e.g. linking to part of a family, class, group, school,
community etc.
• Provide opportunities for children to vote for activity choices, choosing a theme for their role play, choosing
a story or a song.
• Encourage the completion of turn taking activities, sharing, discussion and collaboration for e.g. role play,
model making and using equipment.
• In group times and circle times we model to the children to take turns, listen to others, to value and respect
the contributions made by others.
• Encourage a climate of working together to create a safe environment where it is ‘safe’ to make mistakes,
share thoughts and ideas, and to explore different options e.g. promoting forgiveness after an argument,
opportunities to retry an activity and tolerance for different views.
The rule of law
•
•
•
•
•

Adults and children work together to create group rules.
Discuss the need for rules and how they should be fair to keep everyone safe and happy.
Teach children to understand their own and others’ behaviour and feelings, along with their consequences.
Work together to create an environment where actions are consistently followed through e.g. behaviour
policy, follow up on discussions and other choices after a group vote.
Encourage and support children to distinguish right from wrong.

• Encourage children to take turns, share and compromise.
Individual Liberty
•
•
•
•
•
•

Encourage children to develop a positive sense of themselves.
Provide opportunities for children to develop their self-esteem and confidence in their own abilities. E.g.
Dino Power awards and next step certificates.
Encourage children to ask questions and trust that their opinions and ideas will be respected and valued.
Provide opportunities for children to follow and develop their own interest and ideas.
Provide activities for all children to engage in and actively challenge gender- specific tasks and activities.
Encourage children to reflect upon their similarities and differences, and appreciate and respect that others
may have different views.

•
Mutual respect and tolerance of different faiths and beliefs
•
•
•

Work as a group to create an environment that include, values and promotes different faiths, cultures, views
and races.
Provide opportunities for the children to make links with the wider community, e.g. link within the local
community, speaker’s visitor’s links with a local charity.
Encourage children to learn about other faiths, cultures, traditions, families, communities and ways of life.
We encourage the children to share their experiences within the group and allow children to recognize
similarities and differences between themselves and others. For e.g. learning about festivals family units,
different occupations and places around the world.

Long term planning is in the style of a calendar linking into the various religious and seasonal celebrations
and events during the year. The plan is then developed from the children’s interests so they can lead the
way with their learning in the areas they are interested in.

Medium term planning is completed using the next steps in the children’s learning, their interests and
‘Early Years Outcomes’. The focus is upon the skills and knowledge that the children need to address the

gaps in their learning. As a team all areas are planned for choosing activities and methods that will meet
the needs of the children. To engage the children each session; or series of sessions starts with a ‘hook’ to
engage the children and make all learning purposeful.
Gaps in learning are identified through data and next steps are planned for.

Literacy planning
Reception teachers plan together taking the skills and knowledge from the medium-term plan and mapping the
learning out across the week, with a clear focus upon Literacy and Maths linking in all areas of the curriculum.
As the year progresses the children are grouped by ability and a range of adult led and child-initiated activities take
place. A weekly plan is created each weekly showing clearly what is happening and when; alongside staff
deployment and differentiation for ability groups. Key questions are planned for with links to the age bands.
Planning is completed using Powerpoint slides a maths and literacy set is completed every week.
Literacy planning follows The Write stuff structure, through the lenses, Fantastics, Grammaristics, Boomtastics,
introducing writing through a meaningful moment. Grandma Fantastic explains and models the new vocabulary (star
words) that the children will need during the lesson, construct and hold a sentence and class teachers model writing
that sentence.

A range of high-quality texts are weaved into all areas of the curriculum.

Phonics - Book Wings
The uniqueness of Book Wings Phonics is that the
synthetic phonics teaching opportunities are
embedded within the context of real books; books
written by skilled and well-known writers and
illustrators who know how to engage children and
make them want to read for pleasure.
The balance between the two skills (word recognition
and language comprehension) changes as children
acquire decoding skills and progress from learning to
read to reading to learn for information and pleasure.
As teachers, our main priority should be to instil a love
of books, enthusing and motivating children to want
to learn to read for pleasure, whilst working alongside teaching children to decode and encode.
Being able to read opens up the whole world for children. Being able to decode is only a part of reading. Wanting to
read, wanting to find things out, wanting to find out what happens next, these are the behaviours that propel
children to become readers hence the need to incorporate using real books. Blending and segmenting, recognising
split digraphs, recognising tricky words by sight are essential elements of teaching early reading skills but you
become a reader when you are driven to read out of a thirst for knowledge or out of a joy of being lost in a story.
Just like we need air to breathe, children need to hear and read stories it is so vital to our development as complex
human beings. That is why Book Wings Phonics uses storytelling and real books at the heart of the programme.
Whole class teaching is a central part of the programme as it exposes all children to new learning every day. Whole
class teaching provides you with the opportunity to take ownership of your class, to be empowered by the
knowledge you have of every individual. Gentle reminders can be given to specific children throughout the day
enabling you to build and expand upon your phonic session across the curriculum, giving phonics a real purpose of
being integral to being a reader and a writer.
Weekly suggested sequence
Mon

Tues

Weds

Thurs

Phase 2

New phoneme

New phoneme

New phoneme

New phoneme

Phase 3

New phoneme

New phoneme

Recap

New phoneme

New grapheme

Practice + apply
new grapheme +
other
grapheme(s) for
phoneme

Practice + apply
new grapheme +
other
grapheme(s) for
phoneme

Practice + apply
new grapheme +
other
grapheme(s) for
phoneme

Phase 5

Fri

Recap based on
formative
assessment +
new tricky word
Recap
Practice + apply
new grapheme +
other
grapheme(s) for
phoneme

Reception
Week 1
Autumn 1
Autumn 2
Spring 1

Week 2

Week 3

Baseline

Week 4
satp

h b f ff
+ go

l ll ss
+ to / into

jvw
+ we / me

x y z zz
+be / you

ch sh th
+he / she

ng ai ee
+ they /
are

igh oa oo
+ her / my

oo ar or

Week 5
inmd
+I
qu +
consolidate
+ was / are
ur ow oi

Week 6
gock
+ the

Week 7
ck e u r
+ no

Consolidate

consolidate

ear air

ure er

Spring 2

Summer 1
Summer 2

At the end of Spring 1, we would recommend doing summative phonics assessments with your
class to establish:
- the phonemes & tricky words they have learnt and therefore the gaps you will need to focus on
- their confidence with saying graphemes and blending the sounds to read words
- their confidence with orally segmenting words and recalling the graphemes to write them
You can then plan your lessons for the remainder of Spring and Summer terms to recap the sounds
that your class needs the most practice with, and start to weave in more challenging opportunities
for reading and writing. You can also start to include words with consonant blends to develop
confidence with Phase 4.

Early Explorers and Happy Hearts use the Alphabet Rhyme time book to support
with planning and implementing phonics in Nursery. Sessions introduce each letter
of the alphabet to the children through songs, experiences, and a variety of
activities. These sounds are revisited and planned into the continuous provision.

Maths
Reception planning follows the National Centre for Excellence in the Teaching of Mathematics (NCETM).
NCTEM follows Maths teaching for mastery rejects the idea that a large proportion of people ‘just can’t do
maths’. All pupils are encouraged by the belief that by working hard at maths they can succeed. Pupils are
taught through whole-class interactive teaching, where the focus is on all pupils working together on the
same lesson content at the same time, as happens in Shanghai and several other regions that teach maths
successfully. This ensures that all can master concepts before moving to the next part of the curriculum
sequence, allowing no pupil to be left behind. If a pupil fails to grasp a concept or procedure, this is
identified quickly, and early intervention ensures the pupil is ready to move forward with the whole class in
the next lesson. Lesson design identifies the new mathematics that is to be taught, the key points, the
difficult points, and a carefully sequenced journey through the learning. In a typical lesson pupils sit facing
the teacher and the teacher leads back and forth interaction, including questioning, short tasks,
explanation, demonstration, and discussion. Procedural fluency and conceptual understanding are
developed in tandem because each supports the development of the other. It is recognised that practice is
a vital part of learning, but the practice used is intelligent practice that both reinforces pupils’ procedural
fluency and develops their conceptual understanding. Significant
time is spent developing deep knowledge of the key ideas that are
needed to underpin future learning. The structure and connections
within the mathematics are emphasised, so that pupils develop deep
learning that can be sustained.

Maths Daily Planning

Throughout the course of the lesson children have time to apply the skills taught using a range of
resources. All children are involved and taught at age related expectations, the children’s learning is either
recorded through Seesaw (for their Wow moments) or if recorded by the children it will be in their maths
books.

Early Explorers and Happy Hearts
In Early Explorers and Happy Hearts, the planning formats differ slightly as routines of the day are different and the
focus of provision must meet the needs of the
children.
A weekly timetable is planned for sharing the days
or weeks focus building on the next steps of the
children- this includes adult deployment rota,
learning objective, key questions and vocabulary.

In Happy hearts to capture a balance of adult directed and child initiated weekly planning ideas are captured by staff
across the week for the following week based on the needs of the children. Challenges
building on the children’s next steps are recorded and when observed are initialled by
staff/ Enhanced planning for each are of learning is planned across the term and added
to as interests are captured.

In Nursery planning stems from a combination of children’s interests and adult led
opportunities. To ensure that the children have a range of experiences focus days on
areas of learning are planned across the week.

Weekly enhancement is planned for alongside challenges which build on the children’s next steps in
learning.

TimetableA weekly timetable is created each week clearly showing the times for activities and sessions that have
been planned for across the week, this allows for a consistent approach in all sessions.
Dino Powers
Celebration
Assembly

Morning –
time to talk

Literacy
session
Self-initiated
play

Phonics

Maths session
Read aloud

Continuous Provision
Early Years practitioners recognise continuous provision as the resources they offer children as part of an enabling
environment or the resources that are safe for children to explore independently. It is both these things, but it is
important to remember that continuous provision is not just provision that is continually accessible; it is also a
selection of resources that continue children's learning in the absence of an adult.

At OAW we set out continuous provision as below across areas of the classroom- these link with all areas of learning.

Enhanced provision is planned for on a weekly basis to enhance all areas of learning and the provision that we
provide for the children. Each activity is planned to enable the children to apply the skills and knowledge previously
taught.

Rather than focus on each area of learning the areas are decided upon by the provision within the classroom.
Each activity has an objective for what how we would propose the children to use the resources. The focus is how
the adult would facilitate the learning, whilst the enhancement comes from the additional resources placed into the
area. These may be chosen from the interest of the children. The challenges are activities that the children can do
independently, they are skilled based and have challenges within them through chilli challenges, these vary with the
outcomes of the children.
Characteristics of effective learning
We recognise that children learn in different ways, through developing skills and knowledge alongside learning
behaviours. In planning and guiding children’s activities, practitioners must reflect on the different ways and reflect
these in their practice.
Three characteristics of effective teaching and learning are:
• Playing and exploring - children investigate and experience things, and ‘have a go’
• Active learning - children concentrate and keep on trying if they encounter difficulties, and enjoy
achievements
• Creating and thinking critically - children have and develop their own ideas, make links between ideas, and
develop strategies for doing things.
To engage the children with the characteristics we use ‘Dino Powers’ these are characters that the children use and
recognise to understand and celebrate their achievements. Children receive certificates and stickers when they have
displayed the dino powers. These are a starting point to a whole school curriculum centred on our Character robots.

Explorosaurus

Stickosaurus

Thinkosaurus

Finding out and exploring
-Showing curiosity about objects, events and
people
-Using senses to explore the world around
them
-Engaging in open- ended activity
Playing with what they know
-Pretending objects are things from their
experience
-representing their experiences in play
-Taking on a role in their play
-Acting out experiences with other people

Being involves and concentrating
-Maintaining focus on their activity for a
period of time
-Showing high levels of energy, fascination
-Not easily distracted
Paying attention to detail
Keeping on trying
-Persisting with an activity when challenges
occur
-Showing a belief that more effort or a
different approach will pay off
-Bouncing back after difficulties

Having their own ideas
-Thinking of ideas
-Finding ways to solve problems
-Finding new ways to do things

Being willing to have a go
-Initiating activities
-Seeking challenge
-Showing a ‘can do’ attitude
-Taking a risk, engaging in new experiences,
and learning by trial and error

Enjoying achieving what they set out to
do
-Showing satisfaction when meeting their
own goals
-Being proud of how they accomplished
something- not just the end result
-Enjoying meeting new challenges for their
sake rather than external rewards or praise

Making Links
-Making links and noticing patterns in their
experience
-Making predictions
-Testing their ideas
-Developing ideas of grouping, sequences,
causes and effect
Choosing ways to do things
-Planning, making decisions about how to
approach a task, solve problems and reach a
goal
-Checking how well their activities are going
-Changing strategy as needed

Observations and next steps
When observing the children and play partnering staff record what the children ‘say and do’ using observations.
These records are then linked to the ages and stages of ‘Early Years outcomes’ the characteristics of effective
learning and the child’s next steps.
When recording speech type this in capital letters WOW THAT ‘S AMAZING.
When recording an observation on Tapestry, nest steps are written NS- to segment to write a label.
The next steps set are then used to inform future planning and provide the children with targets. They must be
measurable targets and achievable in a short space of time. E.g. to form the letter ‘a’ correctly. Each child has only
one next step to focus upon at a time. Once the next step has been achieved these need to be highlighted on the
child’s individual sheet.

Parents engage with tapestry through homework challenges and adding on news and achievements that the parents
observe at home. It is also used to share key events with parents or changes that might be happening throughout
the school year.

CPD
Following monitoring outcomes staff receive bespoke CPD opportunities selecting from a variety of
modules to meet their needs also feeding into the overall ADP development and their performance
management targets.

CPD Readings
Teachers have weekly CPD sessions to undertake readings e.g. Rosenshine’s Principals, linked to current
research, in order to implement and evaluate within their own practice. Teachers reflect on this weekly on
a forum as well as feedback given during 10 min slot at the start of staff meetings.

PAS
Powerful Action Steps is used to coach teachers through regular observations, highlighting effective areas
of practice and pin pointing small granular next steps that the teachers can address through their planning
and teaching, that will have the most impact on the children’s progress.

TA CPD
Teaching assistants attend half termly phase meetings which enhances their practise the focus of these
sessions are planned from developments or sharing best practise across the phase.
TA’s also have a 30 minute CPD slot on a weekly basis to attend a variety of training, as well as completing
online units to refresh their practise or learn new skills.

Assessment
Informed by a range of perspectives: assessment is predominantly based on the teacher’s professional judgement
but should also take account of contributions from a range of perspectives including the child, their parents and
other adults.
Formative assessment is based primarily on the practitioner’s professional knowledge of what the child knows and
can-do day to day. It can be gathered during routine interactions with children and does not need to be planned. The
practitioner may simply reflect on the knowledge, skills and understanding that the child demonstrates in the course
of everyday learning to plan what to teach next. Where a child’s learning is embedded and secure the child is likely
to demonstrate what they know and can do consistently in a range of situations.
Summative assessment is based on a holistic view of what the child can demonstrate against each ELG at the end of
the Reception year. When assessing children against the ELGs, teachers should look at the whole description for
each goal to determine whether this best fits their professional knowledge of the child, taking into account the
child’s strengths and weaknesses. The ELGs are interconnected, meaning that children are likely to demonstrate
attainment in more than one area of learning when engaging in a particular activity. Practitioners should consider
the child’s development across the areas of learning, and whether the levels of attainment in relation to each of the
goals make sense when taken together.
Oasis Early Years Assessment Checkpoints is a document to support teachers with making Summative judgements at
Baseline, Spring and Summer as to whether the children in your class are on track or not on track. The checkpoint
resource is designed to be used as a reference point when inputting data at three points in the year - Baseline,
Spring and Summer. They are designed to support your judgments regarding on track and not on track at these
points. This document is not designed to be used as an individual tracking sheet for each child.

Entry points three times a year: Baseline, Spring and Summer. Following assessments gathered by each practitioner
are then entered into OAW early years assessment tracker on Bromcom. This then allows staff to analyse data as
part of pupil progress meetings. By using the data analysis they can clearly see what the strengths of the provision
are, which groups and pupils are making accelerated pupils and the plan for gaps in learning through developing the
provision, curriculum focuses or timely interventions and therapies.

Class Progress Tracker page is a resource to support you with assessment. This resource is designed to be used a
working document. It allows you to provide an overview of the children in your class in terms of assessment. In
addition to this, it covers each area of learning and allows you to make notes as to which children are not on track,
why they are not on track and what you are going to provide to support them to make progress. This could be
specific interventions, adaptations to the environment or an enhancement to the environment. We are
recommending that this document is completed regularly (weekly if possible) to ensure conversations about
children's progress are occurring and being recorded.

We can see the percentage of pupils that are on track for GLD at each assessment point and then plan to meet the
children’s needs, delving into areas of learning where fewer children may not be working at ARE at that point in the
year. Half termly pupil progress meetings ensure that children who may be off track are reviewed so other may be
focused upon.

